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 ROLL UP SECURITY GRILLE            

SECURE EXPOSURE 

Our Roll Up Grilles are strong, durable and attractive, they are an excellent option to safeguard your 
area. It’s see-through design allows free air circulation and a free visual of your space while providing 
safe and security to your facility. 

VERSATIL DESIGN 

Our Grille features a variety of curtain patterns, tracks models and bottom bars designs that allow you to 
customize your door to fit your area appearance.  

It also offers customized operations according to your application (High cycles or High Performance)
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HHHoood
24ga. Galvanized Hexagonal shaped.

Operation Types
Manual push up, Chain hoist and Motor operation.

Available Motor’s accessories 
Photocells (standard), light curtain, sensing edges, loop detectors, key-switch, 
wireless key-pad, remote controls, strobe lights, interlock switch, personalized 
control panels and more.  

Warranty 
Designed to lower your maintenance cost, parts are built for a heavy duty use and 
tested to perform in the toughest environments. With a standard cycle life 
starting at 20,000 and could go up to 300,000 cycles. 

Common Applications 
Store fronts, Counter doors, Parking Garages,  
Ventilated Facilities and more.



ROLL UP GRILLES MOUNTING TYPES
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       PATTERNS  

STRAIGHT                                            BRICK 

FACE OF WALL           TO CONCRETE

               TO STEEL

BETWEEN JAMB 

* The previously shown mounting types and Grille patterns are standard applications of the product, they are intent to illustrate the versatility of the product. 
For more options or for a specific requirement, please contact our Customer Service. 
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